
   SeaTTY 2.30 and YaND 5.6 : a comparison

1. Determining the detection limit of a Navtex Decoder  

The detection limit of a navtex decoder is the lowest signal-over-noise value  where the decoder will pull in sync on the 
signal, and produce legible output.  Measuring this for the audio input of the decoder is impossible because we don't have 
a reference (“no signal”) noise level available. Taking the decoder's audio input level in a “no-signal” situation, use that as 
a reference value, and compare it to the situation  where a signal is present, does not produce meaningful results because 
of the receiver's AGC action, which will attempt to keep the audio output level at a more or less  constant level. There 
must be a better way...

2. Perseus comes to help

With the Perseus SDR it is possible to place markers on the spectrum/waterfall image.  A marker is a point on the spectrum 
where signal strength will be periodically and selectively measured, independent of the S-meter.
For our purposes we need 3 markers: one to measure the noise floor, and one for each peak of the the actual Navtex signal, 
3 in total.  

516.1 Khz was choosen as reference frequency for this experiment, because (at my QTH) this frequency is quiet, is not 
influenced by the navtex signal spectrum for strong  signals, and as such is representative for the noise floor.  See Fig. 1 
above for the marker arrangement.

Perseus marker setting is set to “Delta”, so the marker log will contain one absolute value (the noise) and 2 values giving the 
difference between the noise signal and the 2 signal peaks.  By  importing the overnightly recorded marker file into a 
spreadsheet we obtain a “dBm over noise” figure over time.  In a later phase it is then quite simple to compare the 
signal/noise data to Yand's log, especially at times where weak signals were received.  Perseus settings for the experiment 
were:
ATT: Off , PreAmp: Off , Presel: On, Srate: 125, BW: 0.8KHz, IF-BW: 385 Hz, AGC: Fast,  NR,NB,SpkRej: Off
Marker Period: 5 sec. Waterfall (and marker!) averaging slider: 50%

3. Method

The idea is to find messages in the log where the decoders are clearly having troubles to acquire sync on a weak, noisy 
signal.  By comparing the timestamps in the marker log to the timestamps in SeaTTy/Yand's log, we can find the  dBm-over-
noise figure at the time the decoders went in sync on the signal (and the value where they eventually go out of sync). Note 
that in all the graphs shown below, the Navtex signal dBm value was calculated as the average of the 2 signal peak values. 
( red line in the graphs) Using this average, together with the 50% setting of the waterfall averaging  gives smoother and 
more accurate results. 

FIG 1.



All the graphs shown below will depict our reference noise signal in the lower part (blue line) , as a check that our reference 
indeed is a reference. 

Notes

-In the raw logs, notational differences exist in the raw logs of SeaTTY and YanD.
-Yand indicates erroneously received characters with a ~ (tilde) character, and the “out-of-sync” event with the {} character 
sequence.
-SeaTTY indicates erroneously received characters with a _ (underscore) character.
-SeaTTY does not indicate a “out-of-sync” event, it just stops. ( or SeaTTY also uses the _  character to indicate a “out-of-
sync” situation? This is not clear)

-In some cases, SeaTTY and Yand seem to handle carriage return/linefeed sequences differently.
It was therefore not always possible to align the log lines accurately. 

-Graphs: left axis is absolute noise dBm , right axis is signal-over-noise dBm, both axes always 1 dBm/div.

-Left log is always SeaTTY, right log is always YanD.

To avoid lengthy repetitions in this document: where dBm is mentioned below, dBm over noise is meant.

Import remark about the interpreation of the times tamps of SeaTTY/YaND

SeaTTY and YaND seem to behave similarly here: Each log line is timestamped when it is entered into the log. ( the raw log 
for SeaTTY, the “Current Message” window for YaND, which is later entered into the database “as is” after reception of NNNN, 
or a new ZCZC header)

However, when in/out-of-sync status changes  occur in a log line, ambiguity can arise about their exact time. 
An example will illustrate this:

00:29:28> NWS TAMPA BAY AREA - RUSKIN FL 
00:29:33> 1107 AM ~ST MON JAN 10 2011 
00:29:35> 
00:30:18> GMZ850-853-870-873-10170~~~~~~~~~{}~AFA~~JK~~~~JJ~BVAA{} FM DMI ISSUED AT 2130 U
00:30:22> TC (WIND FORCE IN M/S)
00:30:22> 

Note the presence of a time gap of ~45 seconds between the empty line at 00:29:35 and the next line, and also the 
presence of two {} out/in sync indicators.
In reality, the text “GMZ850-853-870-873-10170” was received a few seconds after  the previous 00:29:35 line. And  the text 
“FM DMI ISSUED AT 2130 U” was received shortly before the next 00:30:22 line.

This means that – for weak signal conditions – comparing the exact timing of events for both decoders is quite challenging 
and cannot be done on the second level. 

 



4. Setup & settings  

This should be self-explaining. The two decoders are running in parallel, connected to the same sound card. 
SeaTTY settings/options: AFC: on, range 50/300, Fast Sync in Navtex: on. (*)

YaND settings/options   :  Auto-tuning: on.

(*)  YaND always works in “Fast Sync” mode and does not have the option to turn it off.
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5. Results

$04R  NMR San Juan, PTR (1)

See figure on next page.
This is an interesting situation because the signal level drops slowly from ~ 8 dBm to ~ 3dBm, and the noise level is quite 
stable at ~ -119 dBm. See the red and blue regression lines on the plots. This allows us to investigate how both decoders 
behave under weak and deteriorating signal conditions.

-Both decoders pull in sync simultaneously on the ZCZC RA80 line. SeaTTY's log shows ZCZC RAIP, but note that IP in 
figures-shifted form = 80, this is bad luck and not a true error.
At that time, signal-over-noise is ~7..8 dBM ( regression line value )

-Signal quality now slowly deteriorates. SeaTTY seems  (*)   to loose sync a few times but can recover each time. No {} 
sequences are present in YaND's output, indicating it was “plowing on” and trying to make the best of it. At that time, signal-
over-noise is ~4 dBM ( regression line value )

-Text quality/readibility of both decoders is very similar 

- Around 02:05:00,  SeaTTY looses sync and output stops. Yand plows on for another ~ 25 seconds, produces a mixture of 
garbled/ readable text  and then also gives up.

 

(*)  Yand uses  ~ as error indicator, and  {} as “sync lost” indicator.
SeaTTY seems to use the _  as error indicator AND as “sync lost” indicator
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See figure on next page.

The second example is interesting because bot decoders are literally riding their detection limits, going in & out of sync 
frequently.
-Both decoders again acquire sync  simultaneously on a ZCZC header line. 
-The original text as transmitted was most likely (as seen in other messages): 

ORIG: NAVTEX MARINE FORECAST NWS NATIONAL HURRICANE CENTER MIAMI FL
The decoders produce:
YaND: NAVTAX MNRINERF~ST ~    NWS NATIO~ARTZ~R N C~~~~~~{}
STTY:  NAVTD  PARINE FCST A       NWS NA  IO_ARRL _R_N C_N__CR YL__A

( spaces were inserted for both decoders in order to align vertically to the original text)

-Signal level at  point of sync was  on average  ~4 dBm, with a short peak to 8 dBm at 06:04:45.  This peak may have 
triggered the sync.

Shortly after decoding the message header, bot decoders run into severe troubles, and many in/out sync events can be 
noted. Recognizable words are highlighted – see original message below.

STTY:  BT_GU P_ $5 !48 9:5 2 WWPUQ _B____VMPLEASE REJI_ZJH_MBYF_IRIJ 
F_MVZYFJ_._&_7_*_55_47(,#-- )/ 4-$897-,$ 95.34 _ANS F_R_ A_TRE_DETAI_KCCST WLTHIN 60_ _O_ 
TH__OAS_LINEGXY___YMM

YaND:  ~TAG PG 5 !3859~5 -8 2011 WW~~Y~WMMMPLEASE RP~P~MHZMHDPMFZ~JH~{}TYRUKN~AAELX RADIO 
AND~OTMEIVYANS FBR ~ A MORE~ZETAIHED ~WFKKOCC~T WRTH~N 60~OOFCTHE~OUS~LINEGXY~Q~YMM

The original text was presumably  the one below, as often found in USCG marine forecast messages.

...PLEASE REFER TO THE COASTAL MARINE FORECASTS (CWF) AVAILABLE
THROUGH NOAA WEATHER RADIO AND OTHER MEANS FOR A MORE DETAILED
FORECAST WITHIN 60 NAUTICAL MILES OF THE COASTLINE...

- At approximately 06:05:40..50 , both decoders give up. Signal detoriates quickly to virtually zero, then rises again to ~7..9 
dBm. A time gap of ~6..7 minutes can then be seen, extending to ~ 06:20, where both decoders come back to life

STTY: B_EWEEC _W AND_65P QU_MHY_OP_CZ_N O 63_34, COASTIOF FL Q_RONIGHTINTO EARLY SAT. THE 
FRONT WIAULL AEACH FROM TRQN75W TOTWLEMSHPMJH__WEAKEN _ROM 3_N69W TO S FL SUN AN LIFT 
NORTHWARD MON _S UU

YaND: MBE~WEE~K5W AND 65P IA~U~M~YNHPH~NGXGMEEQANT ~ZP~N~I~AKWS~A~L LINGER MTERCTHE F~L NW 
SI~~~VCOR~I~N~TZNUC{}ED~E COAST OF FL ~GBNIGHTUCTO EARLY SAT. THE FRBNT WI~LL AEACH FROM 
TRQUI75W TGTQ~~V23N~0W BYLATE SAT AFTEONOON...TEOEN BCDME STATIONARY ANDT WEAKEN FROMV3/N69W 
TO N FL SUN AN JLIFT NORTHWARD

For the rest of the message (~06:12..06:16), both decoders continue to produce reasonably useful output, with varying 
results. SeaTTY seems to show more resync events than YaND. Signal levels are on average 4..6 dBm-over-noise, a figure 
that keeps coming back. At 06:15:48, SeaTTY gives up, YaND  on 06:16:26.
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06:04:41> NAVTAX MNRINERF~ST ~
06:04:41> 
06:04:47> NWS NATIO~ARTZ~R N C~~~~~~{}
06:04:55>  ~TAG PG 5 !3859~5 -8 2011 WW~~Y
06:05:15> ~WMMMPLEASE RP~P~MHZMHDPMFZ~JH~{}TYRUKN~AAELX RADIO 
AND~OTMEIVYANS FBR ~ A MORE~
06:05:24> ZETAIHED ~WFKKOCC~T WRTH~N 60~O 
OFCTHE~OUS~LINEGXY~Q~YMM
06:05:28> TU~~E~~E~HV ~ZA
06:05:43> TZM OMS~~{}MBE~WEE~K5W
06:05:43> AND
06:05:50> 65P IA~U~M~YNHPH~NGXGMEEQANT ~ZP~N~
06:12:20>  I~AKWS~A~L LINGER MTERCTHE F~L NW 
SI~~~VCOR~I~N~TZNUC{}ED~E COAST OF FL ~
06:12:34> GBNIGHTUCTO EARLY SAT. THE FRBNT WI~LL AEACH FROM 
TRQUI75W TGTQ~~V23N~0W BYLATE 
06:12:42> SAT AFTEONOON...TEOEN BCDME STATIONARY ANDT
06:12:56> WEAKEN FROMV3/N69W TO N FL SUN AN JLIFT NORTHWARD 
MONNAS Q~QHLO ~RES FOOMS ODVTH
06:13:04> E ARN PORTCON OF THE YRONT.! 5#3 892 8
06:13:15> 28)) 54-:( 178:()6 ,3 59 ,3-~ 313~ 73~L  AY LATE MON 
WITHKA~NE~ ~
06:13:27> U~~COGD~FRONT FROM THE LO~ TO WJNVCU~A. THE COLD DGONT 
WILL ~
06:13:37> [REACH] FROM 31N69W TO ERNECUBA BS ~WUE ATERNOON...THEN 
~~
06:13:47> BECOME STATIONARY AND WEAKEN OVER THEVFAR SE 
WATERSRFROM 
06:13:50> 26N~YTW O 
06:14:03> N(#W WED AS STROG~UU~ HHG~ PGES BUILDSIAPROSS THE 
[NAVAREA] IN ITS WAKE.!=
06:14:04> ~
06:14:14> `2 , -5): ` 9$ 31N W OF 65W INCLUDING [BAHAMAS] 
06:14:29> .?59,8&#5...N OF 28N W OF 76W SQ TO SW WINDS 10 
KT...TXCEPT OVER ~OOFAR NW PORTI
06:14:37> ON BECOMIFM NW ~QPXUTO (5~ KT LA~EM~ SEAS 2 
06:14:40> DIE FT. ZIA
06:14:41> ~~J
06:14:45> ~S OF 26N W HF69$2 3
06:14:46> 9 `3~ 88$:
06:14:51> 1510 TO 15 XT.&.EXCEPT
06:14:54> S OF 2N L
06:14:56> ~~~TTBET38
06:15:03> 69W AND 75WRE TO E 3 T~O 28 KT./
06:15:04> 3-$ 3?
06:15:05> ?95 5TJ
06:15:08> ...$:~78`
06:15:13> 3/:305 2 9! ?-#-.` ~1 TOCW~ FTVM
06:15:16>  ~LSD~HDE
06:15:21> L OFE 9~2 ~TO~SERWINDSRC
06:15:22> P
06:15:35> & TO 10~ (5# SEAS~2 9 ~4 FT IY~WN [MIXED] N ANA ~J 
S~EOI~ E OJU6$Y ~
06:15:35> ~~
06:15:39> SJRTOVS WIDI ~P
06:15:44>  TO 15 KT...EXCE~~PT S OF XGQN
06:15:49> (5 TO WP KT. HEAS J~
06:15:53> 3 TQTO 5 FT IN 
06:16:03>  SWEOI... 3/:3:~ `:9!5( 8-=N~ LL 7R~T. AAELSKNF TAIN 
YBWC~
06:16:16> WITH EMXEDD~ S~~ TE~ED SHOWEAUN~I~~~OTATED TSTMAUN O
06:16:17> C~~~
06:16:26> SCATTERED SHOWER  ACA TSLVS SNO~ 2/~,2~)

<06:04:37> NAVTD PARINE FCST A
<06:04:41> NWS NA
<06:04:42> IO_ARRL_R_N C_N_
<06:04:45> _CR YL__A
<06:04:47>  BT_GU P_ $5 !48 9:5 2 WWPUQ _B__
<06:04:54> __VMPLEASE REJI_ZJH_MBYF_IRIJ F_MVZY
<06:05:02> FJ_._&_
<06:05:03> 7_*_5
<06:05:08> 5_47(,#-- )/ 4-$897-,$ 95.34 _ANS F_R_ A 
_TRE_DETAI_K
<06:05:18> CCST WLTHIN 60_ _O_ TH__OAS_LINEGXY___YMM
<06:05:24> ___E
<06:05:40> ___M
<06:05:41> B_EWEEC _
<06:05:43> W AND_65P QU
<06:05:46> _MHY_OP_CZ_N O 63_34, COASTIOF FL Q_
<06:12:20> RONIGHTINTO EARLY SAT. THE FRONT WIAULL AEACH 
FROM TRQN75W TOTWLEMSHPMJH__
<06:12:42> WEAKEN _ROM 3_N69W TO S FL SUN AN LIFT 
NORTHWARD MON _S UU
<06:12:53> LO_ PRES FO_MS OD THE WRN PORTION OF TEHE 
FRON__'35#3 )92 0_
<06:13:03> 28)) 54-:( 178:()6 ,3 59 ,3-_ 3_NJUEWFW BAY 
LATE MON WI_H_A NE_ BUQ_
<06:13:16> COLD FRO_T FROM THR LO_ TO WJN CU_A. THE COLD 
RONT WILL 
<06:13:26> REACH FROM _EQN69W TO ERN CUBA BY T_UE A
<06:13:34> ERNOON...THEN _
<06:13:37> BECOME STATIONARY AND WEAKEN OVER THE Q_FAR 
YE WATERS _ROM 
<06:13:47> 26N65W TO 19N70W WED AS STROG___ _
<06:14:03> 
<06:14:04> SW N ATLC S OF 31N W OFT65W INCLUD_ING 
BAHAMAS 
<06:14:14> ._59,8&#5...N OF 28N W OF 76W S_ TO SW WINDS 
10 KT...EXCEPT OVER K_
<06:14:27> 
<06:14:28> F_R NW PORTION BECOMING NW 10/ 59 _58 KT 
LA_E_M_ SEAS 2 
<06:14:37> OIE FT_M __
<06:14:40> __J
<06:14:41> _S OF 26N W OF XYO_W_E
<06:14:45> _O SE__I_DS
<06:14:46> 1-70 TO 15 KT.&.EXCEPT S OF 22N L
<06:14:54> ABT
<06:14:55> BET_3  69W AND 75W E TO _E 5 T__O 20 KT._EAA 
3? ?9_*5 _...
<06:15:07> S_
<06:15:08> ECEPT W O_ BAHAMS _ TO_2 FTVM
<06:15:13> EEQ_LSDWHRE _ OFE__OW E TOIST WIND_ 
<06:15:20> P
<06:15:21>  TO 10 KT. SEAS 2 9 _4NFT_IY__NEMIXED N AND 
SE L
<06:15:34> _Q
<06:15:35> SJ_VOVS WIND_ 0 TO 15 KT...EXCEP_PT_S OF 
21N_15 TO _WP_KT. _EAS __
<06:15:48> 3 __TO 5 FT IN _ SWEZL...EXCE__ S OF___ 



6. Conclusions & Discussion  

For SeaTTY and YaND to acquire sync on a Navtex signal, a signal level of approximately 4 to 6 dBm 
over noise seems to be consistently needed.  There is no clear winner. 

After sync is acquired, both decoders can maintain sync on signal levels of  approximately 3..4 dBm-
over-noise.  ~3 DBm seems to be the absolute limit of detection. Below this value, both decoders will 
quickly loose sync and output will cease. There is no clear winner.

YaND's internal logic (that decides when a re-sync is needed), is evidently less stringent than that of 
SeaTTY. SeaTTY will quicker stop its output, YaND will longer “plow on” through a weak signal.  If the 
signal picks up again, this works well. If it doesn't, more garbage text will ensue.  For YaND, this was a 
deliberate design decision with hardcore-DXing in mind. 

Finally: the above results for YaND are applicable only to v5.6. Important tuning parameters and 
procedures were extensively adjusted.
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